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LOW-FREQUENCY

HORN DESIGN USING THIELE/SMALL

DRIVER PARAMETERS

D. B. Keele, Jr.
Klipsch & Associates, Inc.
Hope, Arkansas
71801

The design formulas for low-frequency horns which yield various
physical and performance related horn data can be recast in a
form which utilizes
the Thlele/Smal[
direct-radiator
driver
parameters.
This conversion
simplifies
computations
of items such as
required
back cavity
volume and throat
area for desired
performance.
Performance
data such as operating
bandwidth,
upper rolloff
frequencies
and low-frequency
maximum acoustic
output
power are easily
calculated.
INTRODUCTION
For purposes of direct-radiator
loudspeaker system analysis and design, it has been found
advantageous to describe the driver in terms of four basic parameters used by Thiele [1J
and Small E2J which are related to the fundamental electromechanical
driver parameters
but are easier to measure and work with.
These advantages can be extended to the deslgn and
analysis of Iow-frequency exponential horn systems if the appropriate equations are rewritten in a form which utilizes the Thiele/Small driver parameters.

GLOSSARY

OF SYMBOLS

B

magnetic

C
CA B

velocity of sound in air (:343 m/s)
acoustic compliance of air in enclosure
electrical capacitance due to driver mass

flux

density

in

driver

alr

gap

including

rear air load

CMES

(=MMs/(BZ_2) )

CMET

electrical capaclt_nce w_i_h varies with frequency due to horn throat air
load mass (=_c SD /(2TB _ ST fo) for infln te exponent al horn, valid
for f_fc only)

CMS

mechanical

ei n

compliance

of driver

suspension

voltage applied to driver terminals

f

frequency

fc

horn cutoff frequency

fHC

upper rolloff corner (-3 dB) frequency due to the effects of front cavity
compliance
acting
alone

fHM

upper rolloff
mass acting

corner
alone

fHs

upper freguency
in free nlr

(-3

dB)

frequency

bound of

the

driverls

due to the

reslsta0ce

effects

controlled

of

driver

region

movlng

when operated

fHVC

upper rolloff corner (-3 dB) frequency due to the effects of driver voice
coil inductance acting alone

fLBC

lower rolloff corner (-3 dB) frequency due to driver suspension and back
cavity compliance when driving infinit_ tube

fLC

lower rolloff corner (-3 dB) frequency due to driver suspension compliance
alone when driving infinite tube

fLS

lower
freguency bound of the driver's
in
free-air

fs

resonance frequency of driver
length of voice-coil

resistance controlled

region when operated

in free-air

conductor

in magnetic

field

LCEB

electrical

inductance due to compliance

of air in back cavity (:B2_2VB/(_ C2SD2 ))

LCE C

electrical

inductance due to compliance

of air in front cavity (:B2_2VFc/(_C2SD2))

LCEs

electrical

inductance due to driver suspension

LE

inductance of driver voice-coil
mass of driver diaphragm assembly

compliance (_B2_2 CMS)

MMS

mechanical

PA

acoustic output power

PAR

displacement-limited

PE

nominal electrical

Q

ratio of reactance to resistance
reactance (parallel circuit)

QES

Q of driver at fS considering

electrical

resistance RE only

QMS

Q of driver at fs considering

mechanical

losses only

QTS

total Q of driver at fS including all system resistances

RE

dc resistance

RET

electrical resistance which varies with frequency due to power radiated
horn (proportional to horn throat conductance)

SD

effective projected

ST

throat area of horn

VB

net internal volume of rear cavity

VD

peak displacement

acoustic

including back air load

power rating

input power (=eln2/(2RE))
(series circuit) or resistance to

(=QMs QES/(QMs+QEs ) )

of driver voice coil

surface area of driver diaphragm

(_c

volumeSdrlver diaphragm
-2-

2 CAB)
(=SD XMAX)

into

volume of air having

some acoustic

compliance

VAS

(=_ c2 CMS SD2)

VFC

net internal volume of front cavity

Xp

peak displacement of driver diaphragm

XMA X

maximum

peak linear displacement

compliance
C_

rear cavity

_9

ratio between

driver

as driver

suspension

of driver diaphragm
suspension

compliance

and compliance

of air

in

(also=VAs/V B)

compliance
ratio (also=VAs/VFc)
between driver suspension
in front cavity

compliance and compliance of air

efficiency
_o

reference efficiency (=acoustic output power/nominal
density of (=1.21 kg/m3) 8i_

electrical

input power)

REVIEW
Driver Parameters
The fundamental
performance are
the glossary of
characteristics
of the magnetic

electromechanical
driver parameters which control system low-frequency
[2, p. 387.7 RE, (B1), SD, CMS , MMS, RMS, and XMAX which are defined in
symbols.
These parameters are dYrect_y related to the drivers' physical
such as diaphragm suspension compliance,
total moving mass, the strength
field, etc.

Another set of driver descriptors which are related to those above have been gaining
increased usage because they are easier to measure and simplify the system design Rrocess.
These are the
Small Zf2J and
with directly
between these

parameters rs, VAS, QTS (=QEs QMs/(QEs+QMs) ) and V D used by Thiele _lJ and
defined in the symbol glossary.
These parameters are more closely associated
measurably quantities
such as resonance frequency and Q. The conversion
two sets of parameters is outlined in Appendix.

Low Frequency

Horn

Design:

Traditional
Iow frequency exponential horn design and analysis
with such items as f3]; Z"4J, Z-5_7,f6_, Z_, L_, Eg_, [1(17:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

using cone type drivers

deals

Selection of horn cutoff frequency and flare rate for desired performance.
Selection of throat area to maximize efficiency.
Selection of mouth area for best response.
Selection of back cavity volume for reactance annulling at horn cutoff.
Computation of Iow-frequency maximum acoustic output power.
Computation of high frequency rolloff corner frequencies due to driver
moving mass, driver voice coil inductance and front cavity compliance.
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This paper will deal only with
tems 2, 4, 5, and 6 with emphasis on designs where a horn
must be designed for a given driver.
For Item 5, only displacement
limited maximum output
will be analyzed.
Horn Equivalent

Circuit

The simplified electrical equivalent circuit of the horn-driver system of Fig. 1 is shown
in Fig. 2 _3, P. 262].
Symbols correspond to that used by Smal7 f2]. Driver and box
resistive
losses are neglected.
Efficiency
The method used in this paper to compute efficiency is similar to that used by Beranek
£3, p. 262.]and Small [2.] and is defined as the acoustic
output power divided by the
nominal electrical
input power delivered
twice the rated DC voice-coil resistance
For midband operation,

the efficiency

by the s_urce into a resistor
(Pin=ein /(2RE) ).

is maximized

having a value

at a value of 50% when

the reflected

load resistance equais the driver's voice coil resistance ie R_T_.RE. This situation can
be attained for a specific throat area given by [6, p. 279_7,ZIO, eq. 3 if n=lJ:

£ c RE so_Z

ST_

(1)

B2 42
It must
situation.
Frequency

be noted

that

the

widest

bandwidth

may not

be obtained

for

this

maximum efficiency

Response

As Beranek
indicates
_3, PP. 263-26_,
the frequency
response
of a horn system can be
divided
into three
distinct
regions:
low, mid, and high frequencies.
If the throat
impedance
of the horn is assumed to be purely
resistive
and constant
with
frequency
(simulatesa
horn with
very ]ow cutoff
or infinite
tube load)
the response
or nominal
efficiency
versus
frequency
can be mode]ed as shown in Fig. 3.
The three
frequency
bands
a]ong with
indicated
corner
points
are clearly
shown.
The three
regions
indicate
respectively
compliance, resistance and mass controlled portions of horn operation.
As an aid to later analysis, it helps to define two driver related corner frequencies
which indicate respectively the approximate
upper and lower bounds of the resistance
controlled
region of the unmounted driver:
Upper

bound,
B2 _2
; and

fHS=

(2)

2XrR E MMS
Lower bound,
fLS=

Note that fs=

fL_

RE
27TB2_ 2CM$

(3)

'
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),
DR

cavity

WORN

Fig. 1. Depiction of low-frequency horn-driver system.
Back cavity V B, front
VFC, diaphragm
area SD, and horn throat
area ST are indicated.

RE

,

( o) el.

LE

LCEC

CES

Lc_

7M

ES

R_.,-

Fi9. 2.
Slmpllfled lumped electrical equlvalent circult of the low-frequency horndriver system depicted in Fig. l. Symbols are defined in glossary of symbols.
The
effects of driver mechanical resistive losses have been neglected (Q_-J_QES)'
The horn's
throat load appears as RET and CMET which are both non-constant fun_(Tons of frequency
in the general
case.
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Low Frequencies
At low frequencies,
the simplified
electrical
equivalent
circuit
in Fig. 4a.
Examination
reveals
that the response
rolls
off at
frequency set by certain driver parameters including suspension
resistance, and back cavity compliance.

reduces
to the form shown
6 dB per octave
below a
compliance, effective circuit

If the efficiency is maximized by setting the throat area to the value in eq. (Il, and the
effects of back cavity compliance are neglected (VB-'P'_) , the lower driver compliance
corner _requency is given by:

fLC=

RE
4 )7'e2_2 CMS

= fLS/2-

For a finite back cavity, the lower corner frequency

fLBC= RE (l+°D

= fLC (1 +_)=

4_B2_2 CMS

Where,=CMs/CAB,

(4)

is increased to:

fLS (1+_)
2

the ratio between the driver suspension

(5)

compliance and the box compliance.

Mid Frequencies:
At mid frequencies the equivalent
mldband nominal efficiency of

circuit reduces to Fig. 4b.

Analysis yields a maximum

= 2 RE RET
(RE+RET) _

where RET = ST B_2/(_C

which
High

(6)

SD2),

is maximized when ilET:R
£ by setting ST according to eq. (1).
Frequencies:

At high frequencies the equivalent circuit takes the form shown in Fig. 4c which is a
_rd-order low-pass filter. Three individual rolloff mechanisms are exhibited which are
-6-

LOW-,'""....

MID

------ _---tlI_H

Err lCtEIdeY

LOG

LOG f---...
Fig. 3.
Idealized
frequency
response of horydriver
system.
Horn cutoff
frequency
fc is assumed to be very much lower than f:..
(C._
very ]arge).
The midrange
band is
defined
primarily
by driver
and back cavit_"com'l_|ance
rolloff
on the low end (f_fLC)
and driver
effective
moving mass rolloff
on the high end (f2fu_),
Secondary
high-end
rol]offs
due to driver
voice-col!
inductance
(f._f.._and
front-_avity
compliance
(f_fHC)
are exhibited,
MV

LO W

M ID

{q)

HIGH

(b)

Fig.
circuit
as in

4.
Reductions
of the horn-driver
system
of Fig, 2 in each frequency
band indicated
Fig. 3.

¢)
simplified
electriea]
equivalent
in Fig.
3.
It is assumed that

f:C_<(fLC

RE

0o

,

_

i

LT

_R_r
+
CIVET

Fig. 5.
Reduction
of the simplified
horn-driver
system electrical
'equiva]ent
circuit
of: Fig. 2 in the iow frequency
band
but considering
the el:feets
of horn cutoff.
Note that
in this
region
both CH£T ancl RFT are non-constant
functions
of frequency.
For the case of an infinite
exponential
hoPn however,
CMET is constant
+
".
and positive
above cutoff
(f_/fc).
Note that LT=LCEB LCES/(LcE B LCES).
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,

dependent
on driver
compliance.

moving

mass,

If the
of:

of

(1)

relationship

l.

eq.

Driver

fHM

=

driver

holds,

moving

B2_2

voice

coil

analysis

inductance,

reveals

indivldua]

and front

air-chamber

breakpoint

frequencie_

mass corner,

_2fHS;

(7)

TlR E MHD

2.

Driver voice coil inductance corner,
fHVC =

RE

;

and

(8)

TFL E

3.

Front cavity compliance

fHC= 2_'c2

corner,

RE SD2

(9)

B2_ 2 VFC

where VFcis the volume of the front cavity.
In a real world horn design, the composite high frequency rolloff is a complex combination
of all three corner frequencies taken together. These three frequencies do give a designer
a rough idea of the high frequency behavior of the system, however.
In a practical
situation these breakpoints are often ordered as fHM_fHvC<fHC.
Reactance

Annulling

The low frequency
efficiency
of a horn loaded system at frequencies
near horn cutoff
may
be increased
somewhat by minimizing
the effects
of the horn's
throat
air mass reactance
by
a process known as reactance
annu111ng.
This method, which was first
used by Klipsch
_J
and later
refined
by Plach and Williams
[_
_72,
uses
the compliance
reactance
of the
combined effects
of the driver's
suspension
and rear cavity
compllanc_
to offset
the horn's
throat
mass reactance.
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Analysis
of the equivalent
circuit
at Iow frequencies,
with
the appropriate
throat
resistive
and reactive
values
substituted
for an inf[nfte
exponential
horn Eg, eqC 4.?J (shown
in Fig. 5), reveals
that reactance
annulllng
is the same as equating
the lower bound of
the resistance
controlled
region
of the driver
mounted in its closed-box
rear cavity
to the horn's
cutoff
frequency:

fLS

(I+_)=

With the information that

fc=

2 FLBC ·

(10)

_ = CMs/CAB and

CAS=

vn

(11)

c2 SD2

whereV B is

the

effective

rear

cavity

volume,

eq.

(10)

may be solved

forV B yielding:

'c2 SD2 CH_

VB=2_fC"_2_2C_s
R_
.. I
If

the

total

compliance

V6=

Eqs.

(13)

and (I)

is

set

primarily

by the

_ c2 RE Sn 2
2_f'c BZ_Z

may be combined

VB=

(12)

ST c'

wavelength

al: cutoff,

le

CAB_CM$.

eq

(12)

(13)

to yield:

,,STAC

(14)

2_-_-c _

where_c?

box
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reduces

to:

which

is a simple practical form first derived by Klipsch in 1941 /5, eq. 31.

Low-Frequency

Maximum Acoustic

Output

The maximum acoustic output of the horn system at lo;v frequencies is primarily set by
the maximum displacement capabilities of the driver, the maximum thermal capabilities
of the driver, and non-linear air compression distortion in the hack cavity.
Considering only the driver's displacement limitations, the power radiated into an
infinite tube of area ST by a flat piston of area So undergoing sinusoidal oscillations
of peak amplitude Xp is given by Olson _r4, eq. 7.237:

P= 2_ 2 _c

S_ 2 Xp2 f2
ST

05)

This expression can be rewritten in terms of the horn's cutoff frequency fC end the
maximum low-frequency dlspl_cement limited output power PAn, by noting that for a
well designed finite exponential horn with optimum mouth _¥ze /SJ, the low-frequency
efficiency

is down no more than 0.3 dB from the maximum mldband efficiency at 1.26 fO'

Therefore:

PAR a

3_ 2_¢

SD2 xp 2 fc 2
ST.

(16)

This equation may be combined with eq. (I) to yield:

"AR_. '3'_2 B2_2 XP2 fc 2
RE

(17)

CONVERSION ,
The relationships
noted in Appendix
I can be used to
(16) in terms of the Thlele/Small
driver
parameters.
assumption
that QMS_QES'

-I0-

rewrite
In ail

eqs,
(1)-(5),
(7)-(9),
cases QTS,T_QES, due to

_2),
the

and

Efficiency
The expression
value of horn

giving
throat

the
area

mldband nominal efficiency
to maximize
this
function

ST: 2mfs QTS VAs
c

which

is

the

desired

eq. (6) remains the
eq.(1)
may be written

,

but

the

(18)

result.

Frequency

Response

The driver
operation

related
corner
frequencies
can be shows as:

.

fHS = fs/QTs,

which

indicate

the

bounds

and

to form
a low
value the
of
used as horn

of

resistance

controlled

(19)

fLS = QTS fs
These bounds roughly
indicate
as a horn driver
considering

It is instructive
indicates
that
for loudspeakers

same,
as:

(20)

the range
small-signal

I h
drivers

over which
operation

a driver
only.

o;htm,;:;rt:t
if

the

r
widest

s
operating

will

be suitable

Eqs. (4) and (5) can be rewritten as:

fLBC=fLC (1+_)=
QTSfs
2
= QTS fs

-11-

(21)

(22)
(l+d_)
(l+

VAS_

use

"t'c? fs:hsiCrha

'd
Se
a
bandwidth
is desired.

Low Frequencies

fLC= fLS/2= QTS fs/2' and

for

ble

Wbere_=V_s/V_
the
cavity
box volume.
Hid

ratio

between

the

driver's

compliance

equivalent

volume

and the

rear

Frequencies

The efficiency
High

expression

eq.

(6)

remains

frequencies

eqs.

the

same as noted

before.

Frequencies

The three

HF breakpoint
1.

Driver

moving

fHM= 2fHS=

(7)-(9)

can

be shown 'tn the

form:

mass corner,

2fS/QT$;

(23)

2.

Driver voice coil inductance corner remainsas

3.

Front cavity compliance

before eq. (8); and

corner.

fHC
=2fLS/_=
2QTS
fS
= 2QTs f$ VAS

(24)

where,=
VAs/VFc the ratio between the driver's
the front cavity volume.

compliance equivalent

volume and

Reactance Annulling
The correct rear cavity volume for reactance annulling
VAS

eq. (12) can be changed to:

VAS

VB=

which

is a relatively

fLSJ_.f¢
suited

which makes
for operation

direct

Low-Frequency

Maximum Acoustic

The expression
combined with

for
eq.

For

computation

compact

VB finite
and
in a horn at

the
(18)

in SI

It

must

be noted

fL_fC
cutoff

that

or fLs_'fc,
frequency.

normally
the

(fc/fk$)L.

1 or

is

well

driver

not

Output:

displacement
yielding:

metric

form.

positive.
If
that specific

units

limited

3 _c2/2_
-12-

low-frequency

6.7

x lO 5,

output

power

eq.

(16)

can

be

COMPARISON
A comparative
in this
paper

listing
of some of the
are shown in Table _.

horn

design

equations

considered

and developed

TABLE _,
A comparison
of horn design
mechanical
driver
parameters

equations
and the

between those which use the fundamental
Thlele/Small
driver
parameters.

electro-

Symbol

Description

Electromechanical

Thiele/Small

ST

Horn throatarea

_

277_fs
QTS VAS
c

c RE SD2

B2_2

cvvoume
Ss

VA

if VAs_V

ST c
2I_-fn

VAS fs QTS/fC

B2_2
_RE
MMD

2 fs
QTS

RE

Same

2_f e B2_Z

HF rolloff
fHM

fHVC

corner

B

Duetomovingmass

Dueto voicecoil

_E

Due to front
cavity

2_

c2 RE SD2

2 QTSfsfVAs

B2£2
vrc
PAR

--1

frequencies

inductance
fHC

CM S -RE

Displacementlimited
max.acoustic
output

37I
2 B2_ 2

kF_-c
!
fc2

37F_c 2

Xp2
RE

' -13-

2rs QTS VAS

fc2 VD2

DESIGN EXAMPLE
A low-frequency
exponential
horn system with cutoff
f£=50 Hz is to be designed
for a
typical
high-efficiency
musical
instrument
driver.
D_talls
of horn flaring
and selection
of proper
mouth size will
not be considered
here but are covered
in /3,7, .0t.7, [_,
_.
DriVer

Parameters:

The parameters
of the )2 Inch
free-air, unenclosed):
Electromechanical
MMS

Mechanical

horn

are

Parameters:

15.2Tm

RE

_,6 iQ-

Q

9.5
3.3 mm

SD

5.0 x 10-2 m2

LE

3.2 mH

Thiele/Small
fs

Parameters:
45 Hz

QES

0.2)5

QMS

=

9.5

QTS

:

0.2)0

VAS

=

140_ = 0.14 m3

_0

in the

4.0 x 10-4 m/N
=

Xmax

PE

to be used

31.4 g (includes air mass load)

CMS
B

driver

=

5.8_ (half-space)

VD

=

0.166_=

(max)

=

lO0 Watts

1.66 x lO'4 m 3

-14-

listed

as follows

(all

Design:
Appl)catlon

of eq. (18) yields for throat area

ST= 27/-(45) _.21) _,i4)
343

= 2.4 x 10 -2 m2
= 242 cm 2, and eq.

(25)

for back cavity volume

VB=

140
50
4 0_:-(_-I

= 32.6_
= 3.26 x I0-_ m3.

Analysis:
Small

Signal:

The upper and lower bounds of the driver's
eqs. (19 and (20):

resistance

fHS= fs/QTs = 45/0.21_214
fLS= QTS fs= 0.21 (45)_9.5

High

controlled region are given by

Hz and
Hz.

Frequencies:

The three HF rolloff breakpoints from eqs.
1.

Driver moving

fHM: 2 fHS_430

(23), (8), and (24) are:

mass corner,

Hz;

-15-

2.

Driver

voice

coil

inductance

corner,

fHVC = RE/(/rLE)= 5.6/(TF.0032)_560

3.

Front cavity compliance

fMC= 2fLS VAS
VF

corner

2 (9.5) (140)
1.1

Hz; and

(VF=l.1

_),

2400 Hz.

These breakpolnts indicate a 6 dB/octave rolloff starting at 430 Hz, 12 dB/octave at
560 Hz, and a 18 dB/octave rolioff above 2,400 Hz.
Reactance Annulling:
To check for proper reactance annulling

_50

which

is equal

to the cutoff

the relationship of eq.

(10) can be checked:

Hz,

frequency as desired.

Large Signal:
The displacement

limited LF acoustic

p

output power from eq. (26) is:

= 6.7 x 105 (50)2,(1.66 x 10-4)2
AR
45 (O.21) (0.14)
-_-35Watts.

This indicates that the system is capable of generating some 35 acoustic watts or more down
to 1.26 fc _63 Hz without exceeding the driver's rated maximum displacement of + 3.3 mm
(_ 1/Sth inch). The other limiting mechanism of low-frequency output is the drTver's
maximum thermal power rating PAR' which is not considered in this analysis.

-16-

CONCLUSION
,For those who prefer
design
methods using the Thlele/Small
driver
parameters,
this
paper has developed
a set of equations
for low-frequency
horn design which use these
parameters.
If the Thiele/Small
parameters
are known for a particular
driver,
the horn
system may be designed
and analyzed
using these rewritten
equations.
In some cases,
simplifications
in design
and analysis
result
from these transformed
equations.
It must be pointed
out that the transformed
design
formulas
used in this
paper are
based on traditional
low-frequency
horn design methods.
These traditional
methods
under some situations
may not yield
a design
which has the optimum combination
of
response,
efficiency
and maximum acoustic
output.
This is primarily
due to the fact
that traditional
horn design
dictates
a specific
value of throat
area which maximizes
the nominal
efficiency.
Because a number of the horn's
performance
characteristics
depend heavily
on throat
area,
constraint
of this
parameter
to a specific
value removes
one valuable
degree of design
freedom,*

* These tast comments resulted
of the University
of Sydney,

from private
Australla.

correspondence

with

Dr.

Richard

H.

Small

APPENDIX
CONVERSION

BETWEEN ELECTROMECHANICAL

The Thiele/Small
by the following

AND THIELE/SMALL

DRIVER PARAMETERS

driver parameters are related to the electromechanical
relationships
f2_l:

driver parameters

fs:_-_1

DRIVER PARAMETERS

QES= B2'R[_2

QMS=

CMS

I
2_ fs CMS
RMS

Ors =

if QMs_QEs

(_7)

x_ HM S 1CMS

,

(29)

QMS QES
QMS + QES

then QTS_-QEs ,

VAS = _

c SD2 CMS , and

VD=SD Xma
x.

(30)
(SI)
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